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About This Content

A collection of Extra EXP items including:

“Extra EXP” - Earn additional EXP points in the next battle.
“Extra EXP x3” - Earn additional EXP points in the next battle (3 time use.)
“Extra EXP x5.” - Earn additional EXP points in the next battle (5 time use.)

Happy levelling!

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Extra EXP Bundle
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English
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Very clunky. You have to use the arrow keys to move around the map.
Intros are just text with a picture. Very unfinished.
Has potential, but at this stage, is slow, tedious, and boring.
I might be spoiled from Sol Survivor, AOE2 TD's, even Prime World: Defenders.
If this game was made by 3 brothers then Bravo! Well done. (you can tell English is not their first language. which is ok, but you
can tell)
However, it shouldn't be on Steam. It's not in the same league of games for todays standards.
With a lot more work this 'could' be a very good game. At the current state it is amateurish and it shows.
I only payed $3.74, but for today's standard thats about $2.74 more than it's worth.
I hope they keep developing this game, it has potential. If they were for fill in cut scenes, fix the clunky interface, add voice
acting and some animations it might be worth $5.
At the current state, it just got boring real quick. And I really would rather give it a much better review because of the potential..
Toyota Celica ST185 Turbo... best turbo sound in the game... I couldn't get past the voice acting and animations. I'm normally a
fan of point & click adventures, but those were too much to get over for me.. Fun little game to mess around with when you are
away from a computer that can handle KSP.

Pros:
- Launch rockets into space.
- Launch rockets into the ground.
- Fun little challenges that have some fairly difficult ones.
- Teaches you mechanics that will be useful in KSP.
- Recommends in game that you go buy KSP (made by a different developer).

Cons:
- Lack of tools for building large\/complex rockets quickly.
- Lack of information about parts: one challenge asks you to get into orbit using only 10,000L of fuel, but how many liters are in
each tank? (Edit: It is the number in the tank name, but there still is a general lack of information in game about the
weight\/thrust\/purpose of different parts.). Now this game... I'm so happy I went to EGX: just for finding out about this game.
You will not find anothergame quite like this. It is so fun. The game is so well refined, being a bit fiddly to rotate blocks and
remove blocks from corners of a cube structure. But this shouldn't push your choice away from it. If you think you could enjoy
it, even if the features such as online multiplayer and bots arn't there yet, support it, buy it, try to get some friends to try it out
with you.

Bottom line is you won't regret backing this game as that \u00a34.99 \/ $6.25 \/ \u20ac5.89 will aid these talented people form a
full game of content.

This game is amazing!!!!!!
Why hasn't this been done yet, 90s?! what the hell where game companies doing?! So simple and yet so amazing.. I have no idea
what i am doing. It's a fun little arcade game with a interesting dose of creativity. Not really a "binge game" but something best
played in short bursts like wating for a download or a study break.. This is quite an acceptably good game and it is fun to play.
BBBBBBUUUUUUTTTTT, I hope they will improve the game by enabling the workshop-in-game, a level editor, online with
friends and different game modes.. I have been waiting for so long for a game like this!

One of my old racing games I enjoyed the most was Screamer Rally. It was an arcade racing game where I spent hours up until
memorizing every single circuit, every single curve and I became a quite proficient driver.

Today's racing games are based on crazy amounts of cars and circuits. Tons of technical car configurations, career modes, etc,
but what about the fun?

I played all the Burnout series and Need for Speed Rivals and I enjoyed them too, but only Gravel has the same 'soul' than my
beloved Screamer Rally.

I don't know what it is, but I just played 1 race on the demo and I immediately fell in love with it.
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Maybe is just the fun, maybe is the simplicity of the game, maybe is just I want to race without the responsibility of wasting
hours and hours of complex campaign modes if I am not focused that day.

This is a racing game quite similar to the 90s racing games in 'soul' but with today's graphics.
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it got y.v's mansion. tottally worth it.. Overall a good game for the price.. Can only find one bad point, which is when the rider
leans from one position to the other, it's really slow and very annoying especially when you have to take tight corners. If you like
challenging games that you can play in short bursts than you'll probably enjoy this game.. A masterpiece.. hey, can anyone help,
i have pay'd and downloaded this Dlc, but the problem is that i don't have them installed on my game. Stream is saying it's
installed.. The greatest game of all time.
I loved fighting the fake news and beating crooked hillary!
Truly an american game!
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